The CONTENTS Procedure

Data Set Name     DIR\PJSURVEY_ANALYSIS_FILE_6
Observations     5065
Member Type      DATA
Variables        8
Engine           V9
Indexes          0
Created          Tue, Sep 09, 2008 10:00:43 PM
Last Modified    Tue, Sep 09, 2008 10:00:43 PM
Deleted          0
Protection       Compressed NO
Data Set Type    Written by SAS
Label

Data Representation WINDOWS_32
Encoding Default

Engine/Host Dependent Information

Data Set Page Size 4096
Number of Data Set Pages 63
First Data Page 1
Max Obs per Page 82
Obs in First Data Page 42
Number of Data Set Repairs 0
File Name H:\SEP\Projects\ADDI\AnalysisFiles\Files for HUD\pjsurvey_analysis_file_6.sas7bdat
Release Created 9.0000M0
Host Created WIN

Alphabetic List of Variables and Attributes

# Variable  Type  Len Label
1 ABTID      Char  9 ABTID
2 COMPLETION_YEAR Num  4
3 STRATA    Num  3
4 WEIGHT_FINAL Num  8
5 GTRC      Char  1 quality of geocoding: 9 or S are ok
6 PCTHCLOAN Num  8 % high-cost loans in census tract - from Todd Richardson
7 UNEM_RAT Num  8 unemployment rate from Todd Richardson
8 PRICE_CH  Num  8 OFHEO house price change var from Todd Richardson

Variables in Creation Order

# Variable  Type  Len Label
1 ABTID      Char  9 ABTID
2 COMPLETION_YEAR Num  4
3 STRATA    Num  3
4 WEIGHT_FINAL Num  8
5 GTRC      Char  1 quality of geocoding: 9 or S are ok
6 PRICE_CH  Num  8 OFHEO house price change var from Todd Richardson
7 UNEM_RAT Num  8 unemployment rate from Todd Richardson
8 PCTHCLOAN Num  8 % high-cost loans in census tract - from Todd Richardson